


OUR PHILOSOPHY

Filming techniques and systems help us continue our work, 
but they are just tools. What gives a soul to each Bapu 

Media Production project, is our creativity and our desire 
to engage the viewer. 

Behind great ideas and innovations, there are highly 
passionate people. 



ABOUT US

What brought us together was our passion for cinema and our desire to narrate 
stories and to share experiences. That’s how Bapu Media Production 
was born: we are a young and dynamic production company, a community of 
professionals who - since 2006 - is ready to develop and produce projects and 
new technologies, following the latest trends.

Specializes in studying, developing and creating digital contents, documentaries, 
etc. We are specialists in studying TV series, web series, reportage, biographies, 
corporate and much more, using the most advanced systems in the digital market. 
Bapu Media Production is divided into macro areas that describe the field for its 
versatility:

BapuApp 
App division



Our dynamic nature, our professionality, but above all our 
never-ending research for innovative solutions are some of 

the traits that make Bapufilm unique

Press Play

https://vimeo.com/173343635


PRODUCTION

We are a full-service video agency and we are keen on developing any 
kind of projects, from the very starting concept to pre-production, and 
production to distribution. Our team consists of experienced writers, 
directors, directors of photography, cameramen, sound engineers, video 
editors, producers, photographers and experienced graphics designers. 

Based on the characteristics of the project and the clients’ needs, we can provide a 
wide range of solutions: from small crews for standard filming to crews able to face 
extreme and challenging situations in any weather conditions and environment. 

Bapufilm also offers the post production service Premiere (Adobe Suite) Final Cut 
editing rooms and specialized video editors able to use graphics programs such as 
After Effects.



Division of aerial shots, we provide video footage up to 
8K of quality, with sophisticated drones and helicopters 

equipped with stabilized systems as Shotover F1.

Press Play

https://vimeo.com/201244854


DRONE HIGH-T

The dedicated high-t Team Drone consists of a pilot and a camera operator 
dedicated to the control of the camera. The device is equipped with a transmitter in 
high definition that sends the video signal to a monitor equipped with a ground 
terminal and viewers so as to allow the machine operator so as to director of 
real-time view shooting, but above they can follow and continuously control the 
framing. The Drone is equipped with a camera support able to rotate 360 ° in the 
horizontal and to tilt up to 180 °. This media, called “gimbal”, is equipped with 
sophisticated electronic and mechanical systems able to absorb vibrations during 
the flight.

Our offer covers a wide range of application areas: television and commercial 
production, property development, tourism, construction and civil projects, 
environmental and territorial analysis, public safety, and industry.

APR Pilot Enac



SHOTOVER F1
SHOTOVER F1 is the best high-definition aerial filming system for both film 
and television industry and territorial monitoring.
The Shotover system produces footage with an image stability up to three times 
higher than the standard currently on the market. The 6-axis gimbal, developed 
by Cineflex founders, also ensures excellent stability in dynamic scenes and 
amazing accuracy when focusing in motion. These features allow a vision free 
of vibration and sudden movements even high detail sequences. Shotover F1 
can be equipped with the digital radio link, with a band optimized for the HIGH 
DEFINITION, able to forward the data to the ground.

Shotover F1 offers the possibility to install different payload types:

CAMERA 
Arri Alexa M
RED 8k
Sony HDC 2500
Sony F55
Canon C500

LENSES
Canon 30-300
Canon 14.5-60
Angenieux 15-40
Angenieux 17-80
Angenieux HR 25-250

other lenses on request



We provide the most advanced technological frontier of video production, to 
feel totally interactive.

The production involves a special 360VR video technology, editing and a new form 
of creative - immersive storytelling.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2gSeoMRc3yc


The 360 degree video and virtual reality have been created to make sure that 
viewers can interact with contents instead of just looking. 360VR also offer an 
immersive vision that allows you to choose where to look. Both the 360 degree 
video and the virtual reality are recorded using video cameras that record to 360 
degrees.

Video footage from 360 drones are particularly effective to promote destinations 
and territories.

• 360 Video – Made with special cameras, they allow to look around around while 
running

• 360 Photo – The virtual tour provides an immersive experience thanks to virtual 
rality viewers and integration with interactive contents and augmented reality 
functions    



Our passion for new technologies has always had a key role. Our mission is to 
spread video content through the us of smartphones and tablets thanks to a simple 
application.

Our app will enable you to make the most of augmented reality techniques by 
turning your device in an image scanner. 

In this way, you will be able to view video content simply by scanning any object, 
picture, advertising billboard or logo. 

You will also be able to view audio content, pdf or graphic animations with just 
one click!

BapuApp 
App division

https://itunes.apple.com/app/redemption-choppers/id705472977?ign-mpt=uo%3D5#


PARTNER

CLIENTS



www.bapufilm.com
Bapufilm

via Aldo Moro, 18
24047 Treviglio (BG) - ITALY

P.IVA: 03224500169
skype: bapufilm

bapufilm@gmail.com
facebook.com/Bapufilm
vimeo.com/bapufilm
youtube.com/user/bapufilm
@bapufilm


